President Howard Goodfellow, Vice President Larry Keeley, Treasurer Bill Hornbostel,
Secretary Sandra Peters, Technician John Glover, Membership Chloe Craig,
Communications Bob Robertson, Program Patricia Calder, Outings David O’Rourke,
Outreach Jeannie Gane.

Photo submitted by NPC member Russ Donaldson

Christmas At Our House by David O’Rourke

HAPPY NEW YEAR!! By Bob Bell
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submitted by Howard Goodfellow

Happy New Year from the NPC Executive Team to all of our members!
It is clear that your executive team has worked hard to present an
exciting program for the next few months. I would like to thank Patricia
Calder for her tireless and professional work to arrange for some
outstanding speakers for our meetings for the next few months. As Brenda Nutter reminded all of
us at our January meeting, please mark May 2nd on your calendar for our 20th Birthday gala at
the Best Western. You will hear more details over the next few months. Please invite your spouses,
partners and friends. (And see our special reminder on page 6 0f this edition.)
We plan to also invite other photography club members as we showcase our Northumberland
Photography Club. It is a unique opportunity to hear this award winning guest speaker, Michelle
Valberg. She is renowned for her soulful portraiture, majestic wildlife and stunning landscapes.
A few weeks before Xmas, I was visiting an antique book store in Peterborough. I have a collection
of first editions of Stephen Leacock so I am always checking out book stores. I came across a
wonderful book edited by Andrew Oliver on the history of the Toronto Photography Club. It is
entitled “The First 100 years- a Historical portrait of the Toronto Camera Club” - (first meeting
held in 1885). The book is based on early papers on microfilm and covers about 4300 pages of
archival records. Some interesting facts are:
-first meeting room was in the offices of the College of Physicians and Surgeons
-annual rental rate was $180( a lot of money at that time)
-had a dark room with all modern appliances
-lantern slide projector(oxygen flow burning under a lime bowl-hence the expression "to be in the
limelight")
-outings were important (by train and often lugging heavy equipment for several miles)
-annual fees of $5.00 (only rich people could afford this amount)
-constitution forbade women to attend (women only included in 1942)
Please let me know if you would like to borrow this book. I have found it a fascinating document as
it is an excellent archival record of the progression of photography from 1885 up to 1985.
It is extremely encouraging to see so many new members submitting their images for the club
slideshows at our meetings. Please keep taking lots of images and encourage other new members to
also submit their images. I look forward to seeing you at our Feb 1st meeting.
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NPC FEATURED PHOTOGRAPHER......

Myra Pritchett
Serving with the Salvation Army for 44 years left limited time for personal
pursuits, so after retiring to Port Hope a little more than 2 1/2 years ago, I
was ready to take the plunge into the creative world of photography. Our
‘nomadic’ lifestyle with the SA translated into more than 16 ‘postings’, 23
homes, numerous overseas travels and dozens of photo albums. Filling the
pages of those albums are pictures of
the people, places and events which
made up the days of our lives
throughout the years.

I was the one who documented the pictorial history of our growing family with the help of a
compact Kodak instamatic camera. Those standard special gatherings and family vacations were
the main subjects. In looking through the albums now I confess that there are more photography
disasters than delights – along with an embarrassing
incident thrown in. Over the holidays this year my son
gleefully reminded us of that one summer “when mom
didn’t get those memorable moments”. Risking life
and limb to
capture the
perfect
shots for
posterity, I
climbed
hills, hiked through woods, waded through choppy
waters - only to discover at the end of the 3 weeks that I
had forgotten to put film in the camera. Thank God for
digital!
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In later years I purchased a Canon Powershot G11. I loved it (still do). It accompanied me
everywhere, including our many visits to developing countries where the Salvation Army is
operative. Scheduling a few hours for sight-seeing, I
sought to capture something of the richness of the
culture and the beauty of the people we were
privileged to meet. Taking photographs allowed me to
share their stories when I returned and to solicit
much needed assistance on their behalf.

Lacking technical skill but being told I had ‘an eye’
for ‘picture taking’, the discovery of The Northumberland
Photography club proved to be an answer to a deepening
desire to develop this hobby. Meeting a group of people
who were infected with the photography bug was
motivating and the inspiration of that first monthly
gathering kept me going back. It was like entering a foreign, but fascinating world. At that initial meeting I
(along with Barb, another newbie) was introduced to Bill Crowley who kindly volunteered to teach us some of
the basic elements of photography.
Bill opened the door to the value of light and
composition. A few months later other learning
opportunities came to share in a weekly ‘more hands
on’ approach to photography. Armed now with a
Nikon D7000 and notebook I eagerly soaked up
concepts, practical tips and techniques shared by
Larry, Donna, Allan, Pierre and so many others. Not
only were these talented and knowledgeable
photographers, but they shared in a beginnerfriendly and encouraging style. I have found other
club members, in various settings, to be supportive
and ever willing to listen and to pass on lessons from
their own experiences.
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As I was accustomed to ‘snapping away’ in the hope of getting a decent shot, it was ‘lights on’ when Larry
challenged us to “make a photograph, rather than just take it”. I had yet to hear of Ansel Adams. Those
weekly gatherings were certainly instrumental in pushing me out of my comfort zone and some badly formed
habits. However, it took me over a year to move beyond the auto mode or the semi-auto setting to manual.
While it’s true the more you learn the less you know, I
can say that in those past months I have made definite
progress. For example, I now know how to hold the
camera as well as explain what the ‘Exposure Triangle’
is. It is a big deal that I can now, sometimes intuitively,
recognize the function of most of those camera buttons
and am able to turn them on to get a specific result. I find
myself becoming much more intentional in my attempts
to ‘make’ better photographs.

I am passionate about photographing nature and landscape
scenes, as some of my photographs taken on a recent trip
home to Newfoundland will reveal. I found myself lurking
around the crooks and crannies of my outport community
for any unique or interesting subjects. Reflections are a
prominent feature which I like. Of course, I continue to
snap hundreds of candid shots of our seven adorable
grandchildren. The parents are pleased but the children
are seldom willing to cooperate.
As proof of a growing confidence in my photography skills, I created photobooks as family gifts this
Christmas – something I would never have considered a year ago. They were a hit!
I recognize that there are so many aspects and avenues yet to be explored. In 2016 I hope to concentrate on
learning additional skills, such as low light photography
and portraiture. I may even attempt to shoot in RAW! I
definitely need to dive into the deep end of editing. I
want to take advantage of more outings and to possibly

attend a workshop or two. Because I was so nice in 2015,
Santa brought me a Nikkor AF-S 70—300 lens. I am so
excited and looking forward to capturing the surrounding beauty of Northumberland. Thank you to the
executive of NPC for your commitment and hard work and a Happy New Year to each of you.
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ATTENTION NPC MEMBERS !!!
That’s
the date on which the NPC will be celebrating its 20th Anniversary and we want you
to be there. May 2nd is a regular meeting date so reserving it should not be a problem. In
fact, it’s probably on your calendar already. The location for this meeting has been changed
from the Salvation Army Building to Cobourg’s Best Western Hotel. The festivities get
underway at 6:30PM. There will be finger food available along with coffee/beverages . A
cash bar will also be available.

Reserve Monday, May 2, 2016 on your calendar RIGHT NOW!!!

Acclaimed wildlife/adventure photographer Michelle Valberg will be introduced at 7.oo pm.
Michelle has many awards and is known as one of Nikon’s Ambassadors .
(http://kickasscanadians.ca/michelle-valberg/) A Nikon representative will accompany
Michelle and will hopefully bring along a host of Nikon products for our review.
The title of Michelle’s presentation is “Behind the Scenes- Tips and Tricks for Adventure
Photography”. This is a presentation not to be missed. This lady is a dynamite
photographer.
The best part about this party is …… it’s free to you if you are a paid up member of the
Northumberland Photography Club. Should you wish to bring along your spouse, boy/girl
friend /significant other, the price is $20PP for them.
Depending on the take for tickets from our club we will be sending out an open
invitation to members of other photography clubs as well.
Tickets will be available for you to pick up at our Monday, February 1st regular NPC
monthly meeting. Ensure you have a seat reserved …. pick up a ticket at this meeting if you
are planning to attend and guarantee yourself a seat.
Note ….. once you have committed to attend it is imperative that you show up ….. food
preparation & costs are based on the number of tickets committed, so we need you to be
there. Thank you for your cooperation !

Stephen Della Casa photo
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SUPERSTARS OF NPC: .............Submitted by Bryan Marjoram

Included is an image taken by David Archibald of Santa
Claus enjoying a COKE break during Chloe Craig's Free
Family Christmas Picture Campaign. Hats off to all the
amazing volunteers who made Christmas special for each
and every family that attended. Makeup and hairdressing
experts who made moms and daughters feel special, the
editors who did some post processing (not much was
necessary because of the many skilled photographers
present), the people responsible for preparing drinks and
snacks, registration volunteers, and countless others who
helped out.
How about the following club members who shared their
time and expertise at the weekly Thursday workshops in Port
Hope?...... Donna Edmond, Allan Short, Elaine Amenta, Larry Keeley, and Pierre Berube. Their
patience with beginning photographers at various levels was exceptional. The lessons were
logically sequenced and informative. All the attendees increased their current level of comfort with
their cameras. This was a great initiative offered to members of the club. Thanks very much for
those club members who gave so much to enhance the skills of those eager photographers in
attendance.
How about the Drapers? Past President, John Draper, and his wife, Alma, were chosen as Sabic's
Community Hero at the 15th Annual Northumberland Hills Hospital Foundation Gala. An excerpt
of the article reads as follows, "While living in Guildwood Village in Scarborough, the Draper's
good friends, June and Warren Harvey moved to Cobourg. They couldn't stop talking about their
new hometown and after years of coaxing, they convinced the Drapers to make the move and join
them. Within moments of arriving in Cobourg, a lifetime of volunteer work swelled. Both became
involved in Probus, The Marie Dressler Foundation, the Vintage Film Festival and
Northumberland Film Sundays.
With an experience in anything technical, John taught himself to design websites, which later
became a small home based business. Looking for a way to test his skills, John offered to produce a
free website to any charitable organization. This included Northumberland's Biggest Coffee
Morning website. In August 2013, John created the Cobourg News Blog and is now recognized as
one of Cobourg's media. Alma is a Team Leader at Petticoat Lane and volunteers at the Capitol
Theatre, the Historical Society and Food4All. Congratulations on behalf of the Northumberland
Photography Club!

NPC BULLETIN BOARD – ITEMS OF INTEREST TO ALL
MEMBERS......

Hello,
My name is Kelly Moore, I work for a Community Club and we just started a photography group. We have
been doing some research on techniques and inspiration, and your page http://www.northumberlandphoto.ca/links
was very enjoyable.
One of our group members, Deborah, also came across this page, http://www.avasflowers.net/a-guide-to-flowerphotography. We all thought it had some great tips and would be a great addition to your page.
Thank you very much for the lovely page, and please let me know if you decide to add the article, I would love to
share it with Deborah and the rest of our group.
Best Wishes, Kelly Moore
K.Moore@newlifecommunityclub.org
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Subject: Trains Plowing Through Snowy Railway Tracks

So you think you’ve got snow. Have a look at this. >>>>>>>>> Trains Plowing Through
Snowy Railway Tracks
submitted by Bob Robertson
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NPC Club Member Photo Published in Canadian
Geographic magazine !!!
I am pleased to announce that one of my polar bear images
has been published in the 2016 Canadian Geographic Polar
Bear Calendar.
Yeah, I am March!….the bear with the Excedrin headache! Just thought I would share my excitement!
Brenda Nutter

More of Brendas photos captured on her recent trip to Peru.

Soap bubbles blown in freezing
temperatures turn into stunning ice crystals
Temperatures between -9 and -12C are ideal for creating ice bubbles
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David O’Rourke...Outings Director

Speakers, Themes and Outings
from January 2016 to June 2016
Jan 4 Gary Mulcahey, Portrait Photography
January Theme: Stairwell
Outings: January 11 (Monday Morning) –
Toronto Maple Leafs Outdoor Practice
January 24 (Sunday Late Afternoon) –
Nawautin Nature Sanctuary and Wicklow Beach

( photos submitted by David O’Rourke)

Feb 1 Tim Irvin, Canadian Wilderness Photography
February Theme: Portrait Outings: February 2 (Tuesday Morning) – Lynde Shores
February 14 (Sunday Morning) – Annual Orchid Show, Toronto Botanical Garden
February 24 (Wednesday Morning and Afternoon) – Owl Hunting on Amherst Island
Mar 7 Cindy Taylor, Travel Photography
March Theme: Looking In
Outings: March 13 (Sunday Morning and Afternoon) – Warkworth Maple Syrup Festival
March 20 (Sunday Morning and Afternoon) - Ripley's Aquarium, Toronto
Apr 4 Bill Hornbostel, Long Exposures
April Theme: Geometric Shapes
Outings: April 8 (Friday Morning) - Peterborough Garden Show
April 14 (Thursday Morning) – Cobourg Train Station and Legacy Hardware
May 2 Michelle Valberg, Nature Photography
May Theme: Dew Drops and Spider Webs
Outings: May 15 (Sunday Late Afternoon) – Plane
Spotting at Pearson International Airport
May 28 (Saturday Morning) – Apple Blossom
Tyme Festival, Colborne
Note: Possible overnight Trip to Ottawa for
the Tulip Festival
Jun 6 AGM + Members' 5-minute slideshows
Outings: TBA

photos submitted by David O’ Rourke
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Primitive Design … What A Great Outing !!!
Submitted by Russ Donaldson

On Tuesday, November 17th., a large group (approximately 25)
intrepid NPC
Photographers met at “Primitive Design” on Highway 28 a mile or
so north of Port Hope.
The occasion was a regular outing for our club, organized by our
fearless leader, David O’Rourke. This was one of the best outings I
have ever attended.
The weather was cooperative and there were photographic opportunities
at every turn. I have attached a few of the images captured by my humble
“point & shooter”. Having viewed the photographs captured by others and
displayed on our Facebook page, it is obvious to me that this event was a huge
success.
There are unique shots to be had at virtually every turn
throughout the building.
In addition, the folks who work there couldn’t have been
more accommodating !
Yes, my friends, if you missed this outing you missed a
good one.
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Submitted by Bryan Marjoram-

Check this out! Instead of point and shoot, it's the throw and shoot camera.
Seriously ... it's amazing! America's new toy!!
20 minutes of overhead tracking photography. Just throw it into the air. They are selling at
$699.00. Amazing what there is on the horizon.
Golfers, can just throw this camera into the air before you tee-off, and it will record ALL of your
great shots.
This technology is bordering on science fiction. It will revolutionize the movie and TV industry and
with this equipment, home videos will be more fun to watch.
Lily is the world's first throw-and-shoot camera. It lets anyone create cinematic footage previously
reserved for professional filmmakers.
Lily is waterproof, ultra-portable, and shoots stunning HD pictures and
videos.
Click: https://www.youtube.com/embed/4vGcH0Bk3hg?rel=0

NPC members who placed in the Art Gallery of
Ontario Juried Exhibition
Sylvia Flynn

Dawn Knudsen

Bill Hornbostle
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These images capture the energy of a Carlos del Junco concert. He has
appeared at the Port Hope band shell on a number of occasions and had
three highly successful sold out concerts with Jimmy Bowskill in
Cobourg. He was the Maple Blues Award winner, capturing the award
for the best harmonica player in
Canada eight times! He won Gold in the jazz and blues
categories in Germany. Shake those winter blues and come
out and watch Carlos del Junco and his band, the Blues
Mongrels, strut their stuff at the Capitol Theatre in Port
Hope. The show is a
fundraiser for Green
Wood Coalition,
whose objective is
to assist marginalized individuals within Northumberland.
Tickets are $30.00 or $35.00 at the box office. Cameras are
welcome.
An added bonus is a draw for the opportunity to have Carlos
come to your house and put on a one hour private concert for
you and ten friends within a 31 km radius from Port Hope.
Tickets are $5.00 each or 3 for $10.00

Myra Pritchett
Christmas Photos
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SHORT HISTORY OF NORTHUMBERLAND PHOTOGRAPHY CLUB
In 1996, Bill Crowley was asked by a photographer to start a camera club for the Port HopeCobourg area. A notice was placed in the local newspaper and gave Bill Crowley's name as the
contact person. Bill became leader of the camera club and held that position for 9 years. The first
meeting was held on April 2nd, 1996 at St. Marks Parish with 17 founding members. There were no
membership fees. The goals of the camera club (called Shutterbugs) included helping members
improve their photography, expand their photographic horizons and to have fun working together.
The primary intent was always to assist each other in a positive and frank way based on a
learning/teaching mode. It was decided that there would be no competitions but friendly discussions
of members’ photography in a positive learning environment. From the beginning, club outings to
local areas were an important activity of the club with the goals being to foster friendships and
allow for the informal hands on exchange of ideas and information. The club later changed its name
to the Northumberland Photography Club.

Backyard Bridge At Christmas. Submitted by Teresa Glover
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... L. Keeley

“I remember when.......you climbed up into the front seat of a
fire truck, pulled off your coat and shirt and sat there, leaning out the
window semi-naked.” Dawn and I had been reminiscing about things and
events that had occurred since we became members of the NPC. The fire
truck caper she recalled, had taken place on one of our club’s outings, this
time to the Cobourg fire station. As I recall, I had felt a little risqué
behaviour might add some excitement to our members’ photo-capturing activities that day. I must
admit, the body of the fire truck was far more photogenic than the body inside it; however, when
the guffaws and shutter clicking finally ended, there was the possibility that at least one awardwinning photograph might have been taken. It was not my best moment; but hey, these are things
a fellow does for his photography club! Right?!!
With the 20th Anniversary of the founding of our club coming up in May of this year, Dawn
wondered if there might be other members who would like to share some of their favourite
memories and amusing stories. We then quickly ticked off the names of several members who we
were sure would have anecdotes that could be compiled into a “I Remember When....” section of
The Monitor. If you would like to participate in this trip down memory lane, please send these
items and any photos you would like to include to me : larrykeeley@sympatico.ca under the subject
heading “I Remember When”. These will be edited for readability and included in the February,
March, April and May editions of our newsletter. No doubt, we will be enjoying some interesting
recollections in the months to come.
After a lengthy delay our newsletter is back with us and ready to receive any and all items our
members might want to submit. Whatever is received by the 10th of each month will be included in
that month’s edition. The preferred font is Times New Roman in size 12 bold. Photos should be sent
as attached documents.
As always, whatever members send is greatly appreciated. This is our club’s monthly newsletter
and reflects the many activities our members are engaged in. Heartfelt thanks are extended to the
members who submitted materials for this month’s edition.
Reminder: Our next meeting is on February 1st. The following month’s meeting is on March 7th
and the Theme Challenge is: LOOKING IN. Cindy Taylor will be our guest speaker whose topic
will be: TRAVEL PHOTOGRAPHY. See page 11 0f this edition for outings planned.

